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A. Did we meet our goals?

We met all four of our goals as they were stated in the
proposal. There is now computer aided instruction (CAI) for
these four areas: Basic skills - GED, vocational,
restrictive/protective and mentally disordered.

There was over 360 pieces of softuare/courseuare evaluated
and 292 purchased to provide the CAI in these curriculum. More
than six months of instructor time and effort was expanded
searching catalogs, soliciting, evaluating and purchasing the
courseware/software.

Mathematics, Language Arts, Reading, Social Studies, and
Science all have augmented their curriculum to provide CAI in
forms of drill and practice, discover and simulation. Students
are prescribed CAI lesson plans and assigned to the computer lab
as part of their instruction. These drill and practice and
discover software enhance and augment the teaching tools
already available to the basic skills faculty.

Simulation software is used in the classroom as part of
class discussion. An example of this software is used in the
social studies area. Here the software offers up issues facing
Mr. Lincoln during his term of office. The class is divided into
two teams which compete to determine which team best follows his
line of reasoning.

Also, a new software viewing device is used to project the
images which appear on the monitor up on a wall screen. All
students now have sight of what the courseware is developing as
it is being executed.

The vocational programs are also benefactors of this grant.
Many are now able to offer the state of the art computer

software which are used in industry right now. Our students no
longer have to take a "back seat" in terms of entry level
techniques in their particular skill areas.

Drafting, Business, Machine Shop, Auto Body, and Horticulture
all have been able to augment their curriculum with the latest
software. Many of these computer program purchases are leading
edge material which may not even be available in a lot of the
production shops in industry. It has taken these instructors
hours of outside class training to get themselves trained to
teach these skills.



The other vocational programs, Auto Mechanics, Welding,
Barbering, Custodial, Meatcutting, and Cooking were unable to
secure much state of the art software. It was either too
expensive or non-existent in these fields. These programs were
able to locate and purchase a number of computer packages dealing
with specific math skills, safety programs, industry terminology
and a couple of simulation programs.

Basic skills training and GED pretesting are both being
offered at the restrictive custody site in our Intensive
Management Unit (IMU). Installing this unit was a little more
time consuming than first thought because we must work in and
around the very restrictive requirements of inmate movement.

We have an instructor who helps coordinate with the non-
educational staff in this area. Currently, there is one computer
serving this site. This computer is used to pretest for the GED
using the new GED software and drill and practice in basic skills
courseware to upgrade skills that are found deficient through the
GED pretest software.

Much of this same basic skills courseware is used to help
the developmentally disabled gain basic skills. Originally this
group of inmates were restricted to their hall, so in the grant
proposal it was planned to place a computer teaching station
there. Since that time the institution changed their mode of
operation in handling these individuals. Now they are programing
outside the hall.

To meet his change of program philosophy, the school put
together a sheltered work course for these men. In the workshop,
the inmate builds articles for resale and uses the proceeds to
buy more material. As part of the workshop, a special education
teacher works with two or three men at a time on basic skills in
a classroom adjacent to the shop while the others work in the
shop area. The new basic skills courseware is used as another
teaching tool for this instructor.

In conclusion, all the goals were met. Protective custody
work station is being done in the workshop area not in the hall.
The whole student body is benefiting from use of our new
computers and software.



B. Did we meet our objectives?

To discuss this question, let us go through the objectives
as they were listed in the grant proposal.

Our first objective was to raise the grade levels by 1.0 of
at least sixty percent of the inmates who were in school for six
months. According to the data reported to the Institute for
Economic and Policy Studies, Inc. there was an average grade
level increase of 1.7 for all those students who were with us at
least six months. Math, Language Arts, and Reading students were
tracked over a three quarter time span (roughly nine months worth
of data>.

‘The second objective stated we would expand our computer
assisted and based instruction from two vocational programs to
ten. We did not quite achieve this objective because Barbering,
Meatcutting, and Custodial Skills do not use the computer as
extensive as the other seven. There was really nothing out there
for these programs. There was some special math and safety
software purchased for these three, but that is about it.

Students in the other seven programs interface with
computers on a daily basis. The software purchases here is state
of the art for these industries. Students will be using the same
or very similar computer programs when they enter these jobs in
industry when they are released.

The objective lists as number three brings about a great
deal of pride in me when I discuss the outstanding effort our
faculty put into the execution of this grant. They met the
challenge and exceeded my and their expectation.

At the start of the grant I had one faculty member ask me
"Can I use 'this software money to buy video tapes for my
program?". After the faculty steering committee worked on him a
while and he himself could see the benefit of using the computer,
guess who brought their software budget to zero first. The very
person who wanted to buy video tapes with his software money
could not get his computer programs fast enough.

All the full time faculty have fairly extensive training on
computers. The majority of faculty have had at least two formal
classes using computers. All did their own evaluation of their
software and some have even purchased computers for their home to
take extra time and be more comfortable with their material.

I would say that at least ninety percent of the faculty have
intergraded CAI into their teaching method. Now that they feel
comfortable and have some expertise they are using the computer
as another teaching tool. They have more time for students



because they can release students to the computer lab and can
increase their student contact with those still with them.

The fourth objective was probably the most frustrating one
to accomplish because of the very restrictive nature of the
situation. When they say restrictive custody they mean it in the
strictest sense. Inmates out of their cell are handcuffed. Can

you imagine trying to operate a computer with your hands
handcuffed behind your back? Of course, I'm only kidding but
developing a procedure and preparing the site for the computer
was quite a challenge.

The custody people are quite cooperative in helping us run
that teaching station. We have an instructor who coordinates in
that unit daily but the non-teaching staff do much of the on site
work. They like the opportunities to involve inmates because it
makes the unit easier to manage.

Meeting the fifth objective went real well. We were able to
more than double our English as a Second Language (ESL)
enrollment during the last year. We purchased a courseware unit
that an instructor and student or teacher aide and student can
make a lot of progress in a short period of time. The name of
the courseware is "ESL Picture Grammar”.

The year before we had 16 enrolled in our ESL program and
this year our count increased to 34. Here the computer made a big
difference because we were able to get teacher aids and students
off making meaningful progress and that left the instructor to
work with a smaller group.

The sixth objective was pretty easily met. Here computers
are used in the classes for the disabled but being able to hire a
special education instructor really got this program off the
ground. Before we had the special education instructor, there
was very little we could offer. Now there is five hours contact
a day with this segment of our population.

The last objective developed into a real nice program. Our
chief GED examiner was able to get a software package that allows
the student to self-test and produce a prescriptive printout that
point the student to the area he needs to remeditate.

Along with the self-testing material, there is mastery
material that the student on the computer can begin to bring up
his skill in these areas. If, however, he is too low then we
counsel him into a classroom situation that will allow him to
raise his competency.



C. Do the students benefit from the grant?

From my perception our students are getting a big advantage
from this grant. The vocational students are getting state of
the art training and basic skills students a r e getting an
opportunity to learn in another way and have the advantage of
more contact with instructors because of reduced class load.

I could talk about the advantages at great length but please
read the comments made by some of our students who use the
computers. Those comments are listed in appendix A.



D. How do the instructors feel about getting computers as a
teaching tool?

I polled the faculty after we had received the computers and
software to get a feeling how they felt about the new teaching
tool. Their individual comments are listed in Appendix B.

Frankly, I was a little surprised about the positive feeling
at the time the survey was taken. The faculty was not totally
sold on using a computer as a teaching tool. Many staff started
with the old myths that computers will replace staff, you need a
Ph.D. in mathematics to learn about computers, our students won't
be able to deal with the computer and its complexities and the
list goes on. I was confident that our staff would give it their
best effort to apply this tool because they had exhibited that
tendency in other areas where unknowns were involved.

This staff works well together and they support each other.
That is why computers and software are now an integral part of
our teaching system. The faculty also believes that if students
on the "street" are benefiting from the use of the computer then
definitely our students can benefit. If we all had not felt that
way, we would not have applied for the grant in the first place.



E. What things went well?

The first thing we did right was having a faculty steering
committee in place when we started to execute the grant. Their
expertise, enthusiasm and professionalism made the execution of
this grant fairly easy. They were there for the technical back-
up, for peer level encouragement for other staff and were a good
sounding board about faculty opinion about various issues. They
literally made converts out of computer skeptics. Without their
influence, we would not have made the progress we made.

Another thing that went right, was having a vendor lower his
prices on the most current version of computer aided design (CAD)
by $1000.00. We found a person who was an advocate of
correctional education. It is nice to find these folks.

We found some ways around paying grant money for expertise
and training. The instructors were able to take two classes
using computers and have the school district cover the training
costs. Each instructor received professional improvement credit
and "summer studies" money cowered the cost of the class. Our
local educational service district expert on computers and
computers in the classroom was a valuable resource at no charge.
He gave us a lot of good advice and put on a good one-half day
seminar for staff on computers in education.



F. What things did not go well?

I felt a lot of exasperation at times in returning software
we felt unappropriate for our program. Some of the software
vendors do not have a very distinct return policy. This made
making returns quite difficult and getting a fair adjusted
billing almost impossible. I know how to handle the situation
now but in the middle of the evaluation process it was not fun!

Another thing I stumbled through, was pulling the computer
back into a lab situation. At first I wanted the instructors to
have easy access to the computer so they could get comfortable
with their operation and make evaluation easier. By hawing the
computers in their classroom, it kept staff enthusiasm up but
built in an ownership facet I did not count on.

After the initial training and the software evaluation had
been concluded, we pulled the computers back in a lab situation.
Some staff were upset that "their" computers were being taken
away from them. Even though, usage statistics point to a higher
utilization of equipment, the disgruntled staff feel their
students do not have enough access to the computer. It is a
case of you are dammed if you do and your are dammed if you
don't. In a way, I’m pleased they felt strongly enough about
using the computer that they would get upset about having the
machine moved.



G. How did we spend the grant monies?

In comparing the original proposal with the ending breakdown

you can see we made some shift of funds from decreased monetary
need to increased monetary need. In developing the original grant
proposal, we were quite naive about what we needed and how much
equipment costs. Only after we were into the execution of the
grant and after the staff had gained expertise did we fully come
to grips with what the final outcome should be.

The following is our rational for shifting resources to meet
needs:

computers- We were able to purchase Apple and IBM compatible
equipment with more capabilities for far less cost than
anticipated. We were able to get more equipment and still shift
nearly three thousand dollars to other areas of increased need.

Peripherals- Under the peripherals category, there are two areas
of increased monetary need. First the price of the plotter for
the drafting area was under projected by nearly $500.00. When
the grant proposal was put together, there was a
misunderstanding of the cost of a basic plotter.

Secondly, the original projected need for computer printers was
based on demand of that time. The majority of the teaching
staff had little or no experience in using computers or software.
As they gained some expertise, the staff choose
courseware/software that required a printer because of diagnostic
results, quizzes, and exams that could be printed. Our need for
three printers went to eight and that is why we moved $1,000.00
to the peripheral category to cover the cost of the extra five
printers.

Accessories- Here we were able to stay under budget by nearly
$300.00. We were able to purchase everything projected but for
less cost.

Work Station - There was more need here because we were able to
buy four more computers than originally thought possible. With
the four more computers more work stations were needed.

Supplies-- ---- - With the increase purchase of printers and computers,
our demand for supplies went up. We also under' estimated the
need for computer disks for backing up the software/courseware
investment.

Software - Basically, we were able to purchase more software
because of the saving made on computers. As the faculty gained
experience and expertise, the software/courseware list grows
longer. So when computer purchase was finalized, about one half
of these savings were shifted to purchase additional software.



Consultation and Training - Under the original grant proposal, we
felt that it would be necessary to hire a consultant to do some
initial and long range training. We satisfied this need in the
following ways:

1. An introductory computer class was offered here through
South Puget Sound Community College and a intermediate
class here on the use of micro-computers through
Centralia College. Both of these classes were covered
under the instructor's professional improvement monies
and so no charge against the grant.

2. The staff and I gained a lot of knowledge by consulting
with Mr. Dick Barnhart from the Educational Services
District #113 in use of computers in the classroom.
Alone with individual contacts with Mr. Barnhard, he
came to our school to put on a one half day presentation
for the whole faculty. All of this service was provided
free of charge.

3. The $528.82 we did spend out of this category was used
to augment instructor training by sending faculty to
various "hands on" workshops and seminars.
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Appendix A

Machine shop student: Computers have helped me with Blue print
Reading, Helping me being able to understand different styles of
b l u e p r i n t s .  i n  N . C . programing, teaching me the basics of
programing. it also helped me with my matamatic skills.

Machine shop student: Computers, have helped me to appreciate my
trade alot more.

It gave me more ambishtion to learn, the most I can about my
trade. Befor I ever used the system I thought they were too
difficult to learn.

I spend most of my time working with the computer CNC system, It
has opend a door to a new out look on my skills in my trade.

So I would say they have helped me to use my mind and skills in a
way I never thought I could.

Auto Mechanics student. I am writting this with Regards to the
computer Disks that are supplied to the students in the Auto
Mechanics course.

I myself Have worked with these disks, and completed them with a
score of 100%. And I must say, I learned a considerable amount
about the operation, parts and mechanical asspect of the vehicle
from these disks. I walked into this class with absolutley no
knowladge of How an engine operated, other than you step on the

gas pedal and you were o n your way. And from what I learned
from these disks, I could more than likley write a 15 page essay
on the operation of a vehicle. These disks are, without a doubt,
a good investment.

Business student. I have been using the computers' work
processor for the past several months. I also used it a M.I.C.C.
for several years, as a T.A. in the horticulture p r o g r a m .  B y
using the computer and supporting software such as AppleWorks,
Sensible Speller and others, I have probably b r o u g h t  m y
gradepoint, in the classes it was used, up .5 to 1.0. I haven't
been able to go back and relearn the skills I missed in high
school or even grammar school: But, the computer helps me cope
with my problems and permits me to continue my learning.

Business student. I am enrolled in the business program at
Garrett Heyns and plan to continue my education when released. I
will be specializing in computer science and business procedures.

The business program was able to obtain an IBM PC/XT c o m p a t i b l e
with up-to-date programs designed for business applications
through the NIC grant. Being able to learn on this computer has



helped prepare me to continue my education in the computer field.

It has also been of great help to be able to help students
familiarize themselves on this computer, the MS-DOS operating
system, and applications such as Lotus l-2-3 and Wordstar
Professional Release 4. Tasks such as setting up computer
systems such as this and training personnel to use them is what I
will be faced with in the future and experience is the best
teacher.

I am thankful for programs wuch as the National Institute of
Corrections for helping persons such as me to improve not only
our education program but out self-esteem as well. I feel much
more positive now about my prospects for success.

Auto Body student:---- --- -------- The computer is a ideal thing to have in a
Auto-Body shop. The computer will give a person a excellent
Ideal Plaining Program for welding, estimating, essays, and so
on. The computer has may programs wuch as spell check, a
dictionary, and many many more. It also has the Printer which is
good for work print outs, Essays, Letters, or what ever you feel
fit to use it for. When a person is using the computer for the
vehicle he or she is working on, he or she can use it from start
to finish. I am very much pleased in using it in my work, If
more people were to use the computer in a training school or
such, it would better perpair them for the real job on a paying
process. Having a computer in a Body Shop is a very good offer
and could fare better the work and learning of a student or
Instructor. This concludes my feelings of a computer being in a
Auto-body shop. A EXCELLENT IDEAL IF YA ASK ME!

Reading students: #l) I found computers very helpful. I've
learned a lot. They keep me interested and entertained and I
don’t get bored. The vocabulary programs have helped me learn
many more English words.

#2) Comptuters are interesting. I learn more because I think
more. This is the first time in my life I've used a computer.
I’d like to go to school and learn about computers.

#3) Before I never use computer. I wonder how they work when
student use. Now I know. I like computer like typewriter.

#4) I think computers are pretty good. They teach me how to
read, spell, and keep my typing skills up. I especially liked
the Gapper program.

Welding student: Metal trades cluster on Blud print details is a
excellent lesson plan for the beginner welder. These four
lessons provide basic information on how to real Blue prints, use
the data provided from the Blue prints and apply the data to
certain tools to make the proper measurment. For the lesson in



tolerance? the student must know how to figure fractions.

Drafting students: I've been in Mr. Gormans Drafting course for
ten months now. I had some High School courses in Drafting but,
I've learned more in the past ten months than in two years of
High School courses. Mr. Gormans class extends far beyound most
courses you could take in several school and, having to pick a
better instructor than John Gorman, I couldn't.

I started out drawing on the typical drawing board for my first
few months in the course. I had noticed the computers in class
that some of the guys were drafting house plans on the Auto Cad
system. Drawing houses being what I wanted to do, drew my
attention to the Auto Cad. So as a result I started the Auto Cad
Tutorials. After learning the functions, I experimented by
drawing a floor plan. I was overwhelmed with the system and,
would like to see a few more of the ACAD computers in the class
room.

I have learned what many Collage students won't and, have much
more experience in the field of Drafting. If required to, in a
job, I could use the Auto Cad System. Although the computers are
faster than the pencil, I find that I have to return to the
drawing board in some cases. After I've had more experience with
the Auto Cad and, I feel confident that I won't need my pencil
any longer I'll continue to use the system. Although it is very
important to know the functions of the Auto Cad it is more
important to know how to draw on the Drafting table.

Drafting student. At the time of my incarceration I had had
numerous classes and a good deal of experience in architectural
drafting, but I had absolutely no experience with a computer. As
far as I was concerned, the computer was just something to play
with or something far beyond my knowlewdge or comprehension.

In September, 1986 I sat down before one of the first computers
that our drafting class recevied through the grant. I have to
admit that I was completely baffled and didn't even know where to
start pushing buttons. Now, a year and a half later, I must
admit that computers are a definite advantage to me.

Since working with computers I have learned to perated a work
processing system very well; I have learned to program in BASIC;
I have picked up some knowledge of data base and spread sheet
systems; and my highest accomplishment is learning to run ACAD.
I have been drawing with ACAD most constantly for nineteen
months. As a matter of fact, I have designed two homes, on the
computer, that have actually been built.

At the present time, I am preparing to parole and become a
productive member in society. I have no doubt that my experience
with computers is going to benefit me when I gain my freedom. I



feel confident that I will be able to complete with anyone in the
job market and gain employment in a good drafting firm.

I further intend to start my own drafting business in the future
and I know that I will purchase at least one computer for that
business. Along with my computer, I intend to have a printer and
a plotter.

Horticulture student: I am glad that we have computers here.
and that I we are getting the training that we need in this
horticulture class on them. they have helped me in my inventory
here and a lot of other school work like plant lang scapeing also
with my G.E.D. classes to without them it would take longer to do
a lot of things that would hold me up so now I can get more out
of my schooling a lot faster and more better. I think

Horticulture student: The computer has allowed us to have a
complete inventory of all the plants in the main school building
and on command get a print out on individual species by location
or pot size as well as all plants in a given room.

The computer has also allowed us to keep a complete inventory on
all containers and other supplies. We can also keep a record of
all crops, with notations on germination data, transplant dates
and information on time from seeding to flowering.

It allows us to note methods that gave us crop successes and
problems that gave us crop failures. This information should be
helpful to future classes in their choices of crops and cultural
methods.

Developmentally disabled student: I benefit the computer
because, I don't need to use paper and pencil. All I have to do
is press the key's and I am able to select the "HINT" to find out
how I can arrive at the answer. I learn alot and have fun
playing computer game's!!

These game's are my favorite: SHIFTY SAM, NOT TRIVIA, MEMORY,
KING'S QUEST!!!!!!!!!!! The computer help's me when I'm learning
about PERCENT'S, ROUNDING OFF DECIMAL'S, MULIPLICATION OF
DECIMALS, DIVISION OF DECIMALS!! It is entertaining,
interesting, logical, knowledgable and SUCCESSFUL.

I am all favors for the Computer "GENERATION" to be available all
of the time.

Thank you for your concern!!

Developmentally disabled student: We are now in the computer
age, which I though would be to difficult for me, was I ever
wrong.



The first time I ran a computer in here at Garrett Heynes High
school where I am in the C.A.S.A.S. and I was introduced to the
computer where I found that a computer and a map can be very
interesting.

It was a cross country where you locate your commodity and then

you use the computer to go cross country on the map. The
computer makes you think in a unique way. I found it out to be
quite interesting and it gave me confidence in myself that I
could learn something I thought was to difficult, but the
computer is not difficult at all.

There is another computer program that I like "It's math, if I
have a problem with a certain math problem the computer will help
me. It will not give me the answer but the computer does help me
to think of the math problem and I am able to work out the math
problem.

I am waiting to see how much I would like to get a computer that
can help me to achieve a better way of Learning as though a
teacher was be side me when I am out of here and home. later on
I will possibly find one that will be good for me, also where I
can obtain disc to help me improve my Learning skills. While I
am here I plan to take full use as time permits me to use the
computer.



FACULTY SURVEY

Question: Has obtaining the NIC grant been beneficial to you in
delivering your instructional service? Please
explain if it has or has not been beneficial to you.

Math/Science instructor:

Yes - gives another approach to subject. Allows
variety of learning activities.

Custodial Skills instructor:

Yes, more computers have allowed my custodial students
to use the computers for testing.

Welding instructor:

Beneficial, but there is a limited supply of software
available for welding.

Language Arts instructor:

It is very beneficial when I have a student who needs
individualized instruction, and I am not able to get
to him during the allotted time frame.

Reading instructor:

Yes, without doubt. Computers in the classroom
heighten interest, vary activities, provide
opportunity for cooperation between students, and
allows me to work with those who cannot work
independently.

Language Arts instructor:

Yes. It has been especially useful with the very low
level students, since the software we have purchased
provides tutorials. The same is true for the deaf-
mute students.

Auto Body instructor:

It has been beneficial for the students to see and use
an estimating system that also can print time reports
and job sheets.



Business instructor:

Yes, it has provided an entire course that would not
have been possible without grant funds.

Auto Mechanics instructor:

It is like having another instructor in class.

Barbering instructor:

I have not found the computer to be beneficial as a
instructional tool in barbering. I am however, doing
some research to find use for one.

Horticulture instructor:

Yes, it has. I have been able to demonstrate and
implement an inventory system applicable to
greenhouses.

Machine Shop instructor:

Yes, the computer and software has greatly increased
the explanation of CNC technology.

Health/Science:

Yes.

Drafting instructor:

My program would be rapidly becoming obsolete without
computers.

Math instructor:

Yes, in the math classes particularly.

Social Studies instructor:

Yes, it has been beneficial because it has allowed me
to present specific subject matter information and to
facilitate the development of higher level thinking
skills. Drill and practice programs are great for my
students because the computer is more patient than I.
I love simulations because they promote higher level
thinking skills as well as critical and logical
thinking.



Appendix C

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CORRECTIONS
GRANT NO. GO-6

GARRETT HEYNS EDUCATION CENTER

Project Director:

Steering Committee:

Faculty at Large:

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Hr. Fred Mueller

Mr. John Gorman
Mr. Charles Kelso
Mrs. Daphne McGregory
Mrs. Jean Risken

Mr.
MS.
Mr.
*Ms.
Ms.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Joe Bear
Elaine Bennett
Jack Bishop
Kathy Burleson/
Beers
Warren Clare
Gary Cole
Oliver Coleman
Frank Ellerbroek
Chris Hobson
Dianne Holmes
Joe Kalvelage
Arthur Kitzman
Tom Needham

Auto Body
Special Education
Counselor

Mr.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.

Arlen Ness
Ocie Sager
Sally Schultz
Vernon Staack
Mark Weston

Math
Language Arts
Meatcutting
Culinary Arts
Machine Shop
Welding
Language Arts
Auto Mechanics
Barbering
Counselor/Math/
Science
Custodial
Allied Health
Basic Skills
Horticulture
Math/Sheltered
Workshop

*Ms. Beers replaced Ms. Burleson at

Drafting
Business /  Ged Examiner
Reading
Basic Skills/
Social Science

mid-quarter



National Institute of Correction (NIC) Grant GO-6

Administered by the Garrett Heyns Education Center

CATAGORIES

Computers

Peripherals

Accessories

Work Stations

Supplies

Software

Consultation
training

Finalized breakdown

*Original---- ----
Amount

$18,231.14

2,446.90 $1,476.29

2,572.65 294.64

3,018.40 468.44

1,067.22 679.55

21,209.65 1,568.03

&
1,448.00

----------

$49,993.96

Decreased---------
Amount

$ 2,978.49

919.18
---------

$4,192.31

Increased---------
Amount

---------

$4,192.31

Revised

$15,252.65

3,923.19

2,278.01

3,486.84

1,746.77

22,777.68

528.82
----------

$49,993.96

*All original amounts include their portion of sales tax. The
sales tax amount was distributed over the other catagories.



Appendix E

Equipment List

I.

II.

III.

IV.

Computer:

A. Nineteen Laser computers Apple compatible (includes
monitors>.

B. Three Priority One computers. IBM compatible (includes
monitor>.

peripheral:

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

Six Star printers

one Epson printer

one Hewlitt Packard printer

One PC Viewer and overhead projector

Computer aided drafting plotter

Mechanical mouse

work station:

A. Twenty-two computer tables

Accessories:

A variety of equipment including surge protectors, printer
cables, printer switch box, printer buffers, external disk
drives, printer stands, and special internal computer cards
(logic boards).














